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have the protection, the accountability that comes with 
written contracts and written records.

SPEAKER MARVEL: You have 30 seconds.

SENATOR BEUTLER: So, therefore, I would ask you to look
carefully at the committee's rationale. Is it really 
an acceptable rationale to say, there is a person in 
the office now who has taken 8 months to get a job done 
and has not gotten it done? Even if that person is getting 
it done, is it enough to say that there Is no need for 
a law then to put Into place basic business concepts to 
be applicable to the Treasurer's office? I think it is 
not. I think we need to look at that area. Thank you.

SPEAKER MARVEL: The motion is to raise 770 notwithstand
ing the action of the committee. All those in favor of 
that motion vote aye, opposed vote no. Have you all voted? 
Have you all voted? Record vote has been requested.

CLERK: (Read the record vote as found on page 810 of
the Legislative Journal.) 17 ayes, 25 nays, Mr. Presi
dent .

SPEAKER MARVEL: The motion lost. The next item concerns
LB 684 and Senator VonMinden and Senator Wesely are on 
opposing sides.

CLERK: Mr. President, Senator VonMinden would move to
place 684 on General File pursuant to Rule 3, Section 18(b).

SENATOR VON MINDEN: Mr. Speaker and members of the
Legislature, LB 684 simply states that Nebraska no longer 
will pay ADC to the unborn. Back in our Special Session 
we could have adopted the plan that I am trying to adopt 
right now along with our three bordering states, Iowa, 
Missouri and South Dakota, and abolish payment to the 
unborn, or we could have adopted what the other three 
bordering states adopted, the federal standards and just 
commencing paying to the ADC the last trimester beginning 
the sixth month, but no we choose to adopt paying the 
ADC from the very beginning without any help from the 
federal government. On returning home from our Special 
Session we had down here, I grabbed the World Herald 
and the editorial of the 11/13/81 it said, "Lesson in 
Politics, State is More Generous Than Federal With ADC". 
Another editorial from a paper* back home said, "Ne
braska's Legislators Make a Mistake". At the same time 
in one of my local papers back home, Mildred Jurgeson, 
the Welfare Director from Dakota County, said Nebraska's


